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Abstract. LISA Pathfinder will offer a unique opportunity to use an extremely sen-
sitive calibrated pair of accelerometers on a drag-free spacecraft platform to perform
weak force experiments in an environment not available on Earth. The Science Team
has identified a number of interesting tests which could be done after the main technol-
ogy demonstration mission is completed. Potential tests include a measurement ofG in
space to a comparable accuracy to existing ground-based measurements, a long-range
1/r2 test and a Sun-Earth saddle point crossing to search for signatures of modified
Newtonian dynamics.

1. The Opportunity

LISA Pathfinder (LISAPF) is an ESA mission (Armano et al. 2009) to test the criti-
cal technologies required for the LISA mission1. The scientific payload comprises the
LISA Test Package (LTP) which includes two free-flying proof-masses. The proof-
masses are fully contained within, but isolated from, the satellite and thrusters on the
outside of the satellite use distance measurements from oneof the proof-masses to the
to force the satellite trajectory to follow that proof-mass; so-called drag-free operation.
The relative separation to the second proof-mass is then measured by laser interferom-
etry over a baseline of∼ 0.4 m. The main technology goal of LISAPF is to realise an
acceleration noise spectral density as shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 1. At 1mHz
the formal target sensitivity is∼ 3 × 10−14 ms−2/

√
Hz, although ground testing of the

instrument suggests the actual performance may be several times better (Antonucci et
al. 2012), as shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 1. Giventhe proof-mass separation
this gives a sensitivity to gradients of∼ 7.5 × 10−14 ms−2/m/

√
Hz. Each proof-mass

is a 46× 46× 46 cm3 cube made of a gold/platinum alloy (73%/27%) with a mass of
1.96 kg. The differential force noise sensitivity at 1mHz is then∼ 6 × 10−14 N/

√
Hz.

The spacecraft self-gravity will be an important issue for some of the science goals and
the residual acceleration at the positions of the proof-masses is controlled by design to
be∼ 10−9 ms−2 and can be considered to be stable at DC. With this level of sensitiv-
ity there are some interesting measurements which could be made. The timing of the
opportunity is both certain, mid-2015, and, for some of the science, very appropriate,
especially as another mission of this class and capability will not happen for another
two decades at least.

1ESA has recently rescoped the original ESA/NASA collaborative LISA mission to be flown as an ESA-
only mission under the name NGO but also referred to as eLISA (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2012).
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Figure 1. Target acceleration measurement noise between the two proof-masses.
On the left is shown the formal target specification. On the right is shown the current
best estimate expected on orbit based on ground testing from(Antonucci et al. 2012)

The following science possibilities have been considered.They can be achieved with-
out any additional payload constraints or requirements being imposed on LISAPF, other
than the extended mission time needed for them.

• Measurement of Big G

• Long-range test of the Inverse Square Law

• The inertial response to small applied forces of different types

• Search for Modified Newtonian dynamics during saddle point fly-throughs

2. Measurement of Big G

The concept for a measurement of Big G is relatively straightforward. One of the proof-
masses is used as a ‘source mass’,Ms; at rest it induces a gravitational acceleration of
∼ 8 × 10−10 ms−2 in the other mass which acts as the ‘test-mass’,Mt. If the position
of Ms is now modulated along the line joining the two masses thenMt will feel the
acceleration towardsMs modulated by∼ 4 × 10−12 ms−2 per mm of motion ofMs.
If the modulation is done at 1 mHz then with a differential acceleration noise spectral
density of∼ 3 × 10−14 ms−2/

√
Hz a measurement 1 part in 104 would, in principle

require an integration time of only 2× 104 s. The differential signal will contain both
the imposed modulated motion ofMs and the induced motion ofMt. These will need
to be separated and Figure 2 illustrates a scheme for doing this using the existing laser
interferometry channel betweenMs and the spacecraft, otherwise used for the drag-free
control. The capacitive sensor on the ‘source-mass’ also has sufficient sensitivity to
do this measurement. To provide a robust result a sequence ofmeasurements will be
done to check for consistency and look for systematic effects. Assuming the LTP is left
calibrated and has achieved its design sensitivity a possible routine might be:

• Re-calibration of ‘source-mass’ actuation (using laser interferometry corrobo-
rated by the capacitive sensor).
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Figure 2. Schematic arrangement for Big G measurement. On the left is shown
the ‘source-mass’ modulation measurement using laser interferometry between it
and the spacecraft. On the right is shown the differential measurement between the
source-mass and ‘test-mass’.

• Re-calibration of ‘test-mass’ restoring spring constant

• Run 1 - noise calibration with no ‘source-mass’ motion

• Run 2 - ‘source-mass’ amplitude 2 mm atf = 4× 10−3 Hz

• Run 3 - ‘source-mass’ amplitude 2 mm atf = 2× 10−3 Hz

• Run 4 - ‘source-mass’ amplitude 2 mm atf = 1× 10−3 Hz

• Run 5 - ‘source-mass’ amplitude 1 mm atf = 1× 10−3 Hz

• Run 6 - ‘source-mass’ amplitude 2 mm in transverse directionat f = 1×10−3 Hz

A number of systematics must be addressed. ForMs the absolute actuation motion must
be known to better than 1 part in 105or 10 nm. This should be straightforward using
laser metrology with respect to the spacecraft; although the residual platform displace-
ment noise density is comparable to the requirement its effect will become insignificant
during the integration time.Ms will need a pre-flight mass measurement and metrology
to allow the gravitational force onMt to be properly calculated. Similarly the absolute
separation between the proof-mass centres must be known to better than 10µm. For
Mt there will be systematics associated with the mass value, the effective spring con-
stant,k, and the position read-out scale factor. The driving angularfrequency,ω, of this
forced oscillator will be above the natural frequency and the induced displacement will
be proportional to 1/

(

Mtω
2 − k

)

. All three parameters must be known to sufficient ac-
curacy. At higher modulation frequencies the mass and frequency knowledge become
more important and require to be known to better than parts in104. At the lowest fre-
quency (1mHz)k must be known to a few parts in 104 which is becoming challenging.
A new measurement ofG to parts in 104 is not, in itself competitive with the most pre-
cise ground-based measurements which approach a part in 105 (Parks & Faller 2010; Tu
& al. 2010). However there is still some discrepancy in experimental values (Quinn et
al. 2001) and the measurement proposed here would be the firstdirect experiment not
done on the Earth’s surface, which might just be interestingin the context of theories
with varying physical constants (Uzan 2011).
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3. Long-range Test of the Inverse Square Law

Motivation for tests of the inverse-square law exist on all range scales with potential
implications to unification, extra dimensions (large and small), the existence of new
bosons and the cosmological constant (Adelberger et al. 2003). A convenient param-
eterisation which is often used to quantify existing experimental constraints is to add
an additional Yukawa potential to the standard Newtonian potential, as shown in equa-
tion 1.

V = −G
m1m2

r

(

1+ αe−r/λ
)

(1)

This introduces two parameters;α is a dimensionless strength andλ is a range. Figure 3
shows a compilation of experimental constraints, as of 2003, from (Adelberger et al.
2003) onto which has been added an illustrative sensitivitycurve for what could be
done by a tracking a drag-free satellite, such as LISAPF, on its outward transit to its L1
halo orbit (Speake 2005). However to achieve that level of performance would require
the LTP instrument on LISAPF to be operational as a gravity gradiometer at its design
sensitivity during the transfer orbit to L1, with satellitetracking at the cm level. At
present, for obvious reasons, there are no plans to have the LTP operational during
this orbit phase. In addition the full sensitivity would only be realised with the proof-
masses aligned along the Sun-satellite line (∼orthogonal to the actual configuration). A
less critical issue is the need to compensate for the internal self-bias within the satellite,
which could be calibrated out. Due to these complications aninverse-square law test
during the outbound orbit is not planned. However it is stillbeing considered as an
option for the time spent in the halo orbit at L1, at least oncethe LTP instrument is
commissioned, and possibly also for a later transit orbitalmanoeuver to pass through
the Sun-Earth saddle-point; see section 5. The saddle-point transfer could be particulary
interesting but a full sensitivity analysis can only be doneonce a specific orbit trajectory
is selected. In the meantime it should be noted that more stringent constraints than
those show in Figure 3 are already available from more recentplanetary orbital data
analysis; particularly constraining are extra-perihelion precession of the inner planets
and deviations from Kepler’s third law. The current constraints (Sereno & Jetzer 2006)
are actually already comparable to the sensitivity curve shown for LISAPF in Figure 3.

4. The inertial response to small applied forces of different types

LISAPF will be able to apply very weak forces to the proof-masses in several different
ways. This opens up the possibility of testing the inertial response of a ‘test-mass’ to
different types of force. Cross-checks on Newton’s second law (Abramovici & Vager
1986; Gundlach et al. 2007; Meyer et al. 2012) have been largely motivated by the
dark matter problem discussed in section 5. The most sensitive of those ground-based
tests went down to 5× 10−14 ms−2. Although there is no specific strong theoretical
motivation it could nonetheless be interesting to repeat this to better sensitivity in a
lower-g environment, if only as a cross-check on systematics. Forces on the proof-
masses at the level of 10−10 N and below can be applied gravitationally, electrostatically
and/or using photon radiation pressure. In principle a measurement integrating over
1000 s could achieve a sensitivity 50 times better (10−15 ms−2) than the ground-based
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Figure 3. Experimental upper limits to deviations from the inverse-square law.
The original figure on the left is taken from (Adelberger et al. 2003) with an added
illustrative sensitivity curve for LISAPF from (Speake 2005). On the right is shown
a more recent limit plot from planetary motions from Sereno &Jetzer (2006).

experiments. The forces would be changes applied in the ambient gravitational field of
the Sun and Earth at the L1 point and the residual self-gravity of the spacecraft.

5. Search for Modified Newtonian dynamics during saddle-point fly-throughs

Saddle-points within the solar system, at which the gravitational acceleration from two,
or more, objects balance to provide regions of extremely lowbackground acceleration,
offer the best opportunity for direct tests of alternative theories of gravity in which
modifications to Newtonian theory appear at low levels of acceleration. A well known
example of such a ‘theory’ is the so-called MOND paradigm invoked to empirically
explain the flat rotation curves of galaxies (Milgrom 1983a). Given the enormous im-
portance attached to understanding the dark matter problemthe remainder of this sec-
tion will focus on various types of theoretical framework inwhich the anchor point to
any deviation is fixed to that seen in galaxy rotation curves.However it should be re-
membered that there are also a huge number of possibilities for a modified gravitational
scenario at work within cosmology in general (Clifton et al.2012)

5.1. Dark Matter

The dark matter problem manifests in numerous observationson many scale lengths,
from galaxies to the Universe as a whole, in which Newtonian dynamics indicates much
deeper gravitational potential wells are at play than wouldbe inferred from the visible
content (Sumner 2002). The totality of the observations came together in 2002 in what
has now become the concordanceΛCDM cosmological model of the Universe (Wang
et al. 2002) which posits both an unseen dark matter component and an unknown dark
energy component. Despite requiring two hitherto unexplained dominant ingredients
the model remains remarkably consistent with new data (Reid& et al. 2010). The dark
matter is generally considered to be best explained by a new particle species motivated
by unification frameworks, such as supersymmetry (SUSY), naturally providing can-
didates (Bertone et al. 2004). There is an extensive experimental search world-wide
looking for such particles (Gaitskell 2004) with exciting new results in the past few
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years (Sumner 2011). However, despite some claims there areno convincing positive
signals and the SUSY parameter space is being eroded with themost recent upper limit
being from the XENON100 experiment (Aprile et al. 2012a). Very recently the LHC
has joined the search by attempting to artificially create SUSY particles. This has so
far been fruitless and the most recent data set with an exposure of 1.1fb−1 has now
significantly further constrained the favoured SUSY parameter space, at least within
CMSSM (Roszkowski et al. 2012). Taken at face value this new constraint puts di-
rect detection beyond the grasp of the immediate next generation competitive direct
search experiments such as LUX (McKinsey et al. 2010) and XENON1T (Aprile et al.
2012b) which means that there is unlikely to be further inputfrom direct dark matter
searches until beyond the launch date of LISAPF. There may well be fresh input from
the searches for SUSY at LHC and a continuing null result would put significant ten-
sion on SUSY as a continuing motivation for dark matter particles.
Flat galaxy rotation curves were amongst the first astrophysical observations to be stud-
ied in detail and, taken in isolation, these were amenable toan explanation involv-
ing modification Newtonian dynamics (MOND) as an empirically driven adaptation of
Newtonian gravity (Milgrom 1983b). This turned out to be remarkably adept at explain-
ing rotation curves of large numbers of galaxies with only one acceleration parameter,
ao, and an interpolation function,µ, to describe the transit between Newtonian and
mondian behaviour (Milgrom 1988). The common valueao required to fit the rotation
curves is∼ 2×10−10 ms−2 and the rough numerical coincidence between this value and
cHo (speed of light times the Hubble constant) has been used to suggest this has some
fundamental cosmological significance. The originallyµ was a function of acceleration
and modified the inertial response to a force,F, through

mgµ(a/ao)a = F (2)

with the limiting behavioursµ(a ≫ ao) = 1 andµ(a ≪ ao) = a. The functional form
between these two extremes was not prescribed but based on fits to galaxy rotation
curves over the range∼ 0.1ao < a <∼ 10ao the following specific forms have been
suggested (Milgrom 1983a; Famaey & Binney 2005)
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(3)

A more useful general form to which functions of the type in equation 3 approximate
whena/ao ≫ 1 is (Milgrom 1983a)

µ (a/ao) = 1− k

(

a
ao

)−m

(4)

The value ofm determines how quickly the function reverts to the Newtonian regime;
the larger the value the faster the transition. The two formsin equation 3 happen to have
integer values,m = 2 andm = 1, but this is not a priori a requirement. The value ofk
is a scale factor which happens to have the valuesk = 1/2 andk = 1 for the two given
functions. Within the solar system 105 < a/ao < 108 and if the interpolation function
can really be relied upon to such large accelerations then, with caveats (Magueijo &
Mozaffari 2012a),m= 1 is already excluded by limits on anomalous perihelion preces-
sion of the inner planets (Milgrom 1983a; Sereno & Jetzer 2006).
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MOND as a possible solution to dark matter in general was enhanced by the devel-
opment of a more fundamental theory (Bekenstein 2004, 2005)which not only en-
compassed General Relativity but also show a mondian limiting behaviour. This, in
principle, extended the range of astrophysical observations which could be explained
by MOND rather than requiring dark matter particles. Although a number of obser-
vations were purported to still particularly challenge this view, such as complex dark
matter mass geometries (Jee et al. 2007), and the Bullet and Musket Ball (Clowe et
al. 2006; Dawson et al. 2012) cluster collisions, mechanisms have been put forward
to accommodate such behaviours within modified gravity (Milgrom & Sanders 2008;
Angus et al. 2006; Li & Chang 2012) and there are observationswhich could be argued
are equally challenging forΛCDM such as the A520 galaxy cluster(Jee et al. 2012).
Direct tests of MOND within the solar system are quite insensitive as most accessible
environments have gravitational accelerationsa > 105ao. However there are localised
regions where gravitational balance between solar system bodies creates bubbles in
which residual accelerations become small (Bekenstein & Magueijo 2006). Although
Nature is already carrying out one experiment with Saturn’smoons and the Sun-Saturn
saddle point (Galianni et al. 2012), a satellite passing through one of these bubbles is
the only direct means to study MOND effects (Trenkel et al. 2010; Bevis et al. 2010).

5.2. Saddle-point Investigations

Preliminary evaluations showed that not only could orbitalmanoeuvres be made to fly
LISAPF within a few-tens of km of the centre of the Sun-Earth saddle-point but that
a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signal, defined as a departure from the expected
Newtonian gravity gradient during fly-through, was likely (Trenkel et al. 2010). More
recently a systematic study of the SNR for candidate mondianbehaviours has been
completed (Magueijo & Mozaffari 2012a,b).

5.2.1. Signal Estimation

In (Magueijo & Mozaffari 2012a) mondian theories are categorised into three types.
Types I and II assume an additional gravitational potentialadded to the Newtonian one;
Φ = ΦN + φ, with ∇2ΦN = 4πGρ and∇ · (µ (z)∇φ = κGρ)(Type I)2 and∇2φ = κ

4π∇ ·
(ν (v)∇φN)(Type II). Type III assumes a single field,Φ, such that∇·(µ̃ (x)∇Φ) = 4πGρ.
The original MOND proposal was of Type III (Milgrom 1983a), but later versions by
the same author are Types I and II (Milgrom 2009a, 2010). The leading relativistic
theory (Bekenstein 2004) is Type I in the mondian limit. TypeI theory has the simplest
transitional behaviour between the deep mondian regime andthe Newtonian regime of
all the types. The ratio of the gravitational forces from themondian potential,φ, and
the Newtonian potential,ΦN, increases as a single power law above a trigger point de-
termined by the value of the free parameters,αo andκ. An example is shown in the
left-hand panel of Figure 4 whereαo and the slope have been given the usual values
associated with galaxy rotation curves andκ has been chosen to avoid conflict with
solar system constraints3 by setting the trigger point at∼ 10−5ms−2; at larger accel-
erations the MONDian potential continues to contribute to the gravitational force but
with a Newtonian-like 1/r2 behaviour, essentially leading only to a renormalisation of

2Note theµ function defined in the set-up of the Type I theory is not the same as that used in equation 2

3Note the power law slope used in Magueijo & Mozaffari (2012a) corresponds tom= 1/2 in equation 4
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Figure 4. Signal estimation using a Type I MOND function (left panel) which
results in the transverse stress signals in the centre panelshown as a function of
impact parameter (25 km, 100 km and 400 km top to bottom). In the right hand panel
are shown the resulting SNR ratios dependent on the actual impact parameter and the
LTP noise performance. All figures are taken from Magueijo & Mozaffari (2012a).

G. The computed transverse stress which would be seen by the LISAPF proof-masses
is shown the centre-panel of Figure 4 for three conservativevalues of 25 km, 100 km
and 400 km for the miss distance, or impact parameter. The stress signal is seen over
distances of∼ ±1000 km with fly-through speeds of a few km/s. This fortuitously
puts the signal into the low-noise frequency domain of the instrument (Figure 1) and
the right-hand panel in Figure 4 shows the expected SNR when signals are simulated,
based on the computed stress templates, combined with instrument noise (the range
spans the current best estimate from (Antonucci et al. 2012)) and then recovered using
matched filtering. Even with an impact parameter as large as 200 km the SNR is 10;
new work on orbits suggests an impact parameter of 10-20 km should be achievable
(see section 5.2.2) and this would explore regions down to 103ao. Hence, the expec-
tation is that Type I mondian potentials, would produce significant positive detections,
although, as Magueijo & Mozaffari (2012a) point out, there is a caveat associated with
an uncertain contribution from a possible ‘magnetic’ curl field inherent in the general
solution to the Poisson equations but not included in their calculations. Another effect
not included is mondian modification of the internal residual self-gravity gradient of
the spacecraft (Trenkel 2012). This is currently being evaluated and may enhance the
SNR, albeit with a different signature.
Some Type II theories have a limiting behaviour inν(v) giving a force in the Newtonian
limit which tends to 1/r2 in the same way as Type I theories. This Type IIB subset is
also likely to be accessible to the measurement. Type IIA andIII theories in which the
force from the MONDian potential does not decrease as 1/r2 in the Newtonian limit
continue, in principle, to cause non-Newtonian effects up to much larger accelerations
and solar system constraints in this case imply a faster falloff in the intermediate ac-
celeration range making the saddle-point bubble much smaller and the resulting signals
are probably out of reach of the LISAPF sensitivity (Blanchet & Novak 2011; Sereno
& Jetzer 2006; Milgrom 2009b; Galianni et al. 2012).

5.2.2. Mission Profile

As first pointed out in Trenkel & Kemble (2009) the nominal LISAPF Lissajous or-
bit at L1 is unstable and, as illustrated in Figure 5, it will be possible to achieve an
orbit change with an impulse as small as∆V 1 ms−1 which is within the authority of
the drag-free micro-thrusters. That first study showed thatsuitable orbits existed to
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Figure 5. Orbital manoeuvres from the L1 Lissajous orbit to apassage through the
Sun-Earth saddle-point. The left-hand panel is from a preliminary feasibility study
by Trenkel et al. (2010). The right-hand panel is a recent evaluation in which two
passes are obtained. (Trenkel 2012; Fabacher et al. 2012).

reach the saddle-point, at∼ 259, 000 km from the Earth. Starting with a suitably timed
∆V 1 ms−1, produced over a period of∼ 30 days, the left-hand example in Figure 5 ends
up with a transit at 1.5 kms−1with an impact parameter of 600 km after 410 days. Ex-
tensive study has now found (right-hand panel) orbits with two close passes and impact
parameters of 10-20 km are anticipated with suitable orbit manoeuvres and corrections.

6. Summary

LISAPF offers a once in a lifetime opportunity to carry out some interesting fundamen-
tal physics experiments once the main technology demonstration mission is complete.
A gradiometer with unprecedented sensitivity within a drag-free spacecraft allows:

• A new measurement ofG to 1 part in 104 within a few months of dedicated time
and this would provide a measurement taken with a novel technique and in a
novel environment.

• A long-range 1/r2 measurement, using precision tracking of the drag-free satel-
lite from L1 to the saddle-point, with a sensitivity comparable to the best avail-
able constraints from planetary perihelion precessions.

• A test of Newton’s second law with a sensitivity of 10−15 ms−2 (50 times better
than ground-based limits) in the ambient gravitational field at L1.

• Precision gravitational stress measurements during a Sun-Earth saddle-point fly-
through. A positive result would have profound implications not only for gener-
alised alternative theories of gravity (Clifton et al. 2012), but would also strongly
implicate MOND as the solution to the dark matter problem and/or provide con-
firmation of a preferred acceleration scale in the Universe (Magueijo & Mozaffari
2012b).
A null result would conclusively rule out simple Type I and Type IIB theories but
not Type IIA or Type III (Galianni et al. 2012)
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